
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

WEIHNACHTSLIEDER / CHRISTMAS SONGS 
song: das Lied, die Lieder 

Christmas song: das Weihnachtslied, die Weihnachtslieder 

,,SILENT NIGHT," A 200-YEAR-OLD CHRISTMAS TRADITION 
A fourth verse, explosive in its silence 

That the fourth verse of Joseph Mohr's reflective Christmas carol makes a special assertion is clear when one ponders the lyrics closely: 

Silent night! Holy night! 

Where on this day all power 

of fatherly love poured forth 

And like a brother lovingly embraced 

Jesus the peoples of the world, 

Jesus the peoples of the world. 

Here it's not just that sweet words are brought melodiously to life. Jesus, understood by Protestants as the son of God, is referred to here as 

a brother to mankind. That verse sounds like a veritable "Christian Internationale" - in reference to the famous song of the socialist 

movement. The poet's intention likely sounded strange to many at the time and was thus not passed on. Perhaps, after 1877, those lyrics 

became even more glaring due to the political movement in Germany at the time. The international socialist anthem includes a verse that 

goes: 

There are no supreme saviors 

Neither God, nor Caesar, nor tribune. 

Producers, let us save overselves, 

Decree the common salvation. 

Who knows, perhaps the inclusion of Joseph Mohr's provocative verse could have helped ease exploited workers' fear of entering church 

doors. Theories still abound that socialism would have had less of a chance of taking hold among the masses and becoming a widespread 

political ideology had the Christian church acted in a more timely manner to care for the socially disadvantaged. 

An international song of peace 

In any event, in the 21st century, the first half of "Silent Night" remains a hit. The 

sentimental verses satisfy the needs of many for a sense of comfort and emotional 

security and add to a cozy, homey mood around the Christmas tree - something the 

originators lilzely were not aiming for. After all, they, as well as the song's first 

listeners, were bitterly poor people. The song gives comfort especially to those who 

take the song's core meaning to heart: "Christ the savior is born." That is the core 

message of the two centuries old carol by Joseph Mohr and Franz Xaver Gruber. 

Another memorial to Mohr (front) and Gruber For the "Silent Night Society," which is dedicated to research about the song and is 

responsible for spreading all six of the verses worldwide, it goes a bit further. The 

society sees the song as a firm part of European festive culture. The "song for world peace" extends beyond the Christian Church and into 

other religions. In 2011, "Silent Night" was inducted to Austria's national list of UNESCO's intangible cultural goods. 


